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Hiring Managers Share Most Unusual Resume Mistakes in Annual
CareerBuilder Survey
- Career Expert Offers Advice to Help Make Resumes Stand Out PR Newswire
CHICAGO
CHICAGO, Aug. 24, 2011 /PRNewswire/ -- With 13.9 million Americans seeking work, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, grabbing an employer's attention quickly and leaving a positive impression is
critical. According to a recent CareerBuilder study, nearly half (45 percent) of human resource managers said
they spend, on average, less than one minute reviewing an application. The survey, which was conducted by
Harris Interactive© from May 19 to June 8, 2011, included more than 2,600 employers nationwide.
When asked to recall the most memorable or unusual resumes, human resource managers and hiring
managers shared the following:
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Candidate said the more you paid him, the harder he worked.
Candidate was fired from different jobs, but included each one as a reference.
Candidate said he just wanted an opportunity to show off his new tie.
Candidate listed her dog as reference.
Candidate listed the ability to do the moonwalk as a special skill.
Candidates –a husband and wife looking to job share –submitted a co-written poem.
Candidate included "versatile toes" as a selling point.
Candidate said that he would be a "good asset to the company," but failed to include the "et" in the
word "asset."
Candidate's email address on the resume had "shakinmybootie" in it.
Candidate included that she survived a bite from a deadly aquatic animal.
Candidate used first name only.
Candidate asked, "Would you pass up an opportunity to hire someone like this? I think not."
Candidate insisted that the company pay him to interview with them because his time was valuable.
Candidate shipped a lemon with resume, stating "I am not a lemon."
Candidate included that he was arrested for assaulting his previous boss.

"In a crowded job market, a stand-out resume can be the difference between getting the interview and being
lost in the pile. But job seekers need to ask themselves if they're standing out for the right reasons," said
Rosemary Haefner, vice president of human resources at CareerBuilder. "Hiring managers will notice and
spend more time with resumes that are easy to read and include relevant experience customized to the
position. Creativity and personal touches may seem tempting to some job seekers, but many times, it's a
disqualifying distraction for a human resource professional."
Haefner offers the following tips for making a resume stand out for the right reasons:
Stay Relevant. Remember that you are only applying for one position at a time. Describing every job you
ever had will not help hiring managers understand why you're the best person for the job. Only list
experience that is relevant to the job description or reword past experience so that it's clear it will transfer to
the new role.

Go Easy on the Eyes. If you hold up your completed resume and can't see any white space, you've got a
problem. Use formatting – bullets, line breaks, headers, readable font, wide margins – that guides readers'
eyes to the bottom of the page. Keep your descriptions to the point and trim out any unnecessary words.
Include a Professional Summary. Instead of writing an objective at the top that states what job you want,
craft a professional summary recapping your relevant experience in one or two sentences. Done well, this
may convince hiring managers to spend longer than a minute with your resume or application.
Proofread . . . and then Proofread Again. A lot of hiring managers will toss any resume that contains
spelling, grammar or formatting errors – regardless of your past experience. Even if you can't find any typos,
email it to friends and family to be sure. Odds are they'll find something you missed.
Survey Methodology
This survey was conducted online within the U.S. by Harris Interactive© on behalf of CareerBuilder among
2,654 U.S. hiring managers (non-government) between May 19 and June 8, 2011 (percentages for some
questions are based on a subset, based on their responses to certain questions). With a pure probability sample
of 2,654, one could say with a 95 percent probability that the overall results have a sampling error of +/- 1.9
percentage points. Sampling error for data from sub-samples is higher and varies.
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